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Ab initio derived analytical fits of the two lowest triplet
potential energy surfaces and theoretical rate constants
for the N „

4S…¿NO„X 2P… system
P. Gamallo, Miguel González,a) and R. Sayósb)

Departament de Quı´mica Fı́sica i Centre de Recerca en Quı´mica Teo`rica, Universitat de Barcelona,
C. Martı́ i Franquès 1, 08028 Barcelona, Spain

~Received 11 March 2003; accepted 2 May 2003!

This work presents two new analytical fits of the ground potential energy surface~PES! (3A9) and
the first excited PES (3A8) involved in the title reaction, considering the N-abstraction~1! and the
O-abstraction~2! reaction channels, and the reverse reaction~21!. The PESs are derived fromab
initio electronic structure calculations by means of second-order perturbation theory on a complete
active-space self-consistent-field wave function~CASPT2 method!. Stationary points and extensive
grids ofab initio points~about 5600 points for the3A9 PES and 4900 points for the3A8 PES! were
fitted along with some diatomic spectroscopic data to better account for the experimental
exoergicity. Thermal rate constants were calculated~200–5000 K! for all mentioned reaction
processes by means of the variational transition-state theory with the inclusion of a semiclassical
tunneling correction. Excellent agreement with the experimental data was observed for reaction~1!
and its reverse, within all the temperature range, substantially improving the results derived from
previous analytical PESs. The contribution of the3A8 PES to the reaction rate constant (k1) was
small even at high temperatures~e.g., only 10.8% at 2500 K!. Moreover, the main contribution to
reaction rate constant (k2) was due to the3A8 PES, differing from what happens for reaction~1!.
The O-abstraction reaction channel accounts for a 3.0% of the total reaction (k5k11k2) at 5000 K,
consistent with the very limited experimental information available. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1586251#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The elementary gas-phase reaction of ground atomic
trogen with nitric oxide,1

N~4S!1NO~X 2P!→O~3P!1N2~X 1Sg
1!D rH0K

+

5275.01 kcal/mol, ~1!

and its reverse reaction are of interest in atmospheric ch
istry. Reaction~1! is thought to be the dominant removal st
for odd nitrogen in the upper stratosphere, the mesosph
and the thermosphere of the Earth and, possibly, also in M
and Venus.2–4 The precision of the rate constants for th
reaction over a wide range of temperatures@e.g., from 185 K
in mesopause to approximately 1000 K at 250 km of altitu
~upper thermosphere! ~Ref. 5!# is of great interest for mod
eling the concentration of NOx species in these atmospher
regions for different levels of solar activity. Moreover, th
reaction has been also proposed as one important ste
remove the NO molecules produced in some heterogen
catalytic processes~e.g., in SiO2-based materials! for airflow
cases.6 The reverse reaction is as well one of the two steps
the Zeldovich mechanism which produces NO, and it is v
important for accurate modeling of thermochemical pheno
ena in rarefied atmospheric flows. A good understanding
the vibrationally and rotationally hot NO molecules pr

a!Electronic mail: miguel@qf.ub.es
b!Electronic mail: r.sayos@qf.ub.es
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duced by the reverse reaction is necessary to establish ap
priately the heat flux on the thermal protection systems u
in atmospheric reentry vehicles~e.g., American space shuttle
Japanese orbital reentry experiment, etc.!.

Reaction ~1! has been the object of abundant kine
studies over several temperature ranges, but these stu
present significant discrepancies, possibly due to its sl
temperature dependence. Table I reports a brief summar
some of the main Arrhenius expressions for the experime
rate constants. A small activation energy~0.8–1.6 kcal/mol!
or even a negative value~20.2 to 20.3 kcal/mol! were re-
ported in these works. Direct kinetic data for the reve
endothermic reaction have also been obtained mainly at h
temperatures (T.2000 K),8 and they are more coinciden
than in the case of the direct reaction.

There are very few experimental studies dealing with
dynamic properties of reaction~1! or about its reverse~21!.
Very early studies showed a product N2 average vibrational
energy fraction of 0.25–0.28.10,11 However, another pas
study indicated 75%65% of the N2 molecules appeared
with v8.4.12 To the best of our knowledge, there are n
experimental dynamics studies on the reverse reaction. H
ever, theoretical studies are available on both reactions
earlier studies we presented several theoretical approa
for reaction~1!, and we also gave a wide review of the ma
experimental and theoretical data that had been published
this reaction. We developed an analytical potential ene
surface13 ~PES! based on limitedab initio information14 for
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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the ground3A9 PES. In addition, we also performed dynam
cal studies on reaction~1! by means of the quasiclassic
trajectory ~QCT! method,15 reduced quantum mechanic
approaches,16 and simple models.17 Recently, QCT calcula-
tions on a new3A9 PES,18 which fitted the same aforemen
tionedab initio data,14 but adding interpolated semiempiric
points, reported good thermal rate constants for the 2
1000 K temperature range. In that work the authors con
ered the inclusion of a reactant statistical degeneracy fa
excluding the NO spin-orbit correction~i.e., 3/16!, missing
in previous works. These authors also carried out a Q
study19 on this reaction, taking into account the first excit
PES (3A8), previously fitted for the reverse reaction by oth
authors.20 It was concluded that the excited PES became
portant for reaction~1! only at high energies~1–3 eV!. Sev-
eral theoretical studies on the reverse reaction, using th
analytical PESs (3A9 and 3A8), produced thermal rate con
stants and product energy distributions at very high temp
tures ~i.e., 3000–20 000 K!, for both thermodynamic
equilibrium20 and nonequilibrium conditions.21

In addition to reaction~1!, a second reaction chann
involving the O-abstraction process,

N~4S!1N8O~X 2P!→N8~4S!1NO~X 2P!D rH0K
°

50 kcal/mol, ~2!

can be produced. There is almost no information abou
Some experiments22,23 at very high energies with13N and
pure NO have indicated that reaction channel 2 yield
13NO could account for up to a 20% of the total reactivity
this system, though with the possible contribution of the fi
excited states of nitrogen@N(2D, 2P)#. Nevertheless, there
are neither kinetic nor dynamic data about this reaction.

In a recent study of our own~hereafter called paper I!,24

we have made an extensiveab initio characterization of the
stationary points of the lowest3A9 and3A8 PESs. According
to this study, reaction~1! should be much more importan
than reaction~2!, which should only contribute to reactivit
at high collision energies~e.g., over 30 kcal/mol!. Moreover,

TABLE I. Experimental kinetic data for the N(4S)1NO→O(3P)1N2 re-
action.

Reference k1(T) ~cm3 molecule21 s21! T ~K! Methoda

Clyne and
McDermidb

(8.261.4)310211e24106120/T 298–670 DF-MS

Siskind and
Ruschc

1.6310210e2460660/T .300 review

Wennberg
et al.d

(2.260.2)310211e160650/T 213–369 DF-RF

Baulch
et al.e

7.1310211e2790/T 1400–4000 review

DeMore
et al.f

2.1310211e1006100/T 200–400 review

aDF ~discharge flow!, MS ~mass spectrometry!, and RF~resonance fluores-
cence!.

bReference 7.
cReference 2.
dReference 3.
eReference 8, with an error:D log k560.2. Data for its reverse reaction ar
also reported: 3.0310210e238300/T ~1400–4000 K!.

fReference 9.
–
d-
or

T

r
-
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we confirmed that the3A9 PES had no energy barrier fo
reaction ~1! and that the3A8 PES had an energy barrie
~TS1! much lower than the previousab initio reported
value.14 Both PESs showed the presence of a minim
~MIN1! and a transition state~TS2! in the minimum energy
path ~MEP! for reaction~2!.

Here we present new analytical PESs for both3A9 and
3A8 states, based on the high-levelab initio data published in
paper I, along with additional grids ofab initio points now
calculated. These new PESs will provide better kinetic a
dynamical data, and also will allow a deeper understand
of the two reaction channels involved in the title reactio
Furthermore, these PESs will be useful in the study of
reverse reaction in the nonequilibrium conditions of atm
spheric reentry vehicles.

This paper is organized as follows: theab initio method,
the fitting procedure, and the derived analytical PESs
described in Sec. II, several variational transition-state the
calculations on thermal rate constants are presented in
III, and finally Sec. IV contains the main concluding r
marks.

II. ANALYTICAL POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES

A. Ab initio molecular structure
and surface fitting methods

We have carried out the calculation of grids ofab initio
points for both PESs following the mainab initio method
used in paper I.24 Thus the complete active-space se
consistent-field~CASSCF! method25,26 was used, always in-
cluding the lowest root inCs symmetry for both triplet PESs
~i.e., 3A8 and3A9). An active space comprising ten electro
in nine orbitals @i.e., CAS~10,9!# and the standard
correlation-consistent cc-pVTZ Dunning’s basis set27 were
applied in all calculations. Results obtained in paper I~Ref.
24! showed that thisab initio level was accurate enough, an
the computer time was also reasonable to compute a l
number of points for both reaction channels. The dynam
correlation energy was included by performing second-or
perturbation theory calculations~CASPT2! over the
CASSCF wave function using the G2 variant.28 All calcula-
tions were carried out by means of theMOLCAS 4.1

program.29

The analytical representations of the PESs are based
many-body expansion30 for the NN8O system. In both case
this expansion can be written as

V~R1 ,R2 ,R3!5VNN8
~2!

~R1!1VN8O
~2!

~R2!1VNO
~2!~R3!

1VNN8O
~3!

~R1 ,R2 ,R3!, ~3!

whereV(2) and V(3) are the two- and three-body terms, r
spectively, andR1 , R2 , andR3 are the NN8, N8O, and NO
distances, respectively. The one-bodyV(1) terms have been
omitted here because all the diatomic molecules dissoc
into atoms in their ground electronic states@N(4S)
1N8(4S)1O(3P)#. The two-body terms~diatomic potential
energy curves! have been fitted using an extended-Rydbe
potential up to third or fifth-order,
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TABLE II. Optimal parameters for the3A9 and3A8 analytical PESs.

Two-body termsa

Species a1 a2 a3 a4 a5

NO(X 2P)b 4.3205 1.6392 1.4946
6.1958 11.1408 9.2570 6.9823 19.6021

N2(X 1Sg
1)b 5.2376 6.3901 6.3676

3.7790 20.2694 20.6111 21.9853 0.8992
Three-body termc

3A9 3A8 3A9 3A8 3A9 3A8

c000 7.4166 4.6391 c040 221.3448 20.3493 c330 29.0038 24.3822
c100 6.2889 20.4166 c022 285.2948 213.3716 c312 14.2243 6.8153
c010 20.7505 22.2228 c004 23.0718 27.5467 c240 7.2399 2.1739
c200 14.4281 6.7267 c500 8.9826 4.7293 c222 247.4708 226.2565
c110 28.2247 24.4265 c410 215.3167 216.2801 c204 11.6069 8.0923
c020 12.8055 3.5126 c320 45.2012 19.8618 c150 4.3132 21.8714
c002 28.4511 3.1430 c302 223.2229 215.1099 c132 45.2050 19.3009
c300 13.4837 4.7954 c230 231.3627 211.8867 c114 7.7826 4.2956
c210 238.7067 29.4334 c212 74.0436 44.9758 c060 20.1399 20.1853
c120 32.9097 4.8414 c140 212.7283 4.6653 c042 25.4665 22.1531
c102 230.9122 6.0499 c122 2150.0063 243.1208 c024 223.4852 211.7849
c030 12.9529 23.2647 c104 13.6449 29.8957 c006 23.8063 20.1736
c012 12.7846 23.9775 c050 5.4116 20.0326
c400 14.8181 4.9946 c032 69.8672 19.0150 g1 2.5067 2.3806
c310 248.1654 212.3015 c014 41.4556 20.2721 g2 3.0405 2.1632
c220 71.4660 13.4089 c600 1.8306 1.0226
c202 234.5457 218.0314 c510 20.3524 27.0602 R1

+ 2.0980 1.9680
c130 27.0240 211.3859 c420 3.0192 8.6305 R2

+ 1.3231 1.4789
c112 74.1564 19.3841 c402 212.2485 0.3747 R3

+ 1.3231 1.4789

aThe dissociation energies and the equilibrium distances used in the fits are given in Table III.
bExtended Rydberg coefficients used for the3A9 PES~first row! and the3A8 PES~second row!.
cUnits areci jk (eV Å2( i 1 j 1k)), g i ~Å21!, Ri

+ ~Å!, andai (Å 2 i), whereR15RNN8 , R25RN8O ,
andR35RNO .
n<5

d
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at

v
T

rmu-

n-
V~2!~R!52DeS 11 (
i 51

air
i D e2a1r, ~4!

whereDe andRe are the equilibrium dissociation energy an
the equilibrium bond distance of each diatomic molecu
respectively, andr is defined as being equal toR2Re .

The three-body term is a product of a sixth-order po
nomial P(S1 ,S2 ,S3) and a range functionT(S1 ,S2 ,S3),
both expressed in terms of symmetry-adapted coordin
(S1 ,S2 ,S3):

VNN8O
~3!

~S1 ,S2 ,S3!5P~S1 ,S2 ,S3!T~S1 ,S2 ,S3!, ~5!

with

P~S1 ,S2 ,S3!5 (
i , j ,k50

0< i 1 j 1k<6

ci jkS1
i S2

j S3
k , ~6!

with i, j, andk being positive integer numbers and

T~S1 ,S2 ,S3!5)
i 51

3 F12tanhS g iSi

2 D G . ~7!

The range function vanishes the three-body term whene
one of the three atoms is separated from the other two.
symmetry-adapted coordinates used were

S15r1 ,
,

-

es

er
he

S25
1

&
~r21r3!, ~8!

S35
1

&
~r22r3!,

and r i5Ri2Ri
+ with (R1

+ ,R2
+ ,R3

+ ) defining a referenceC2v
structure. The use of these coordinates guarantees the pe
tational NN8 symmetry of the analytical PESs.

The two-body parameters (ai) were optimized by means
of a nonlinear least-squares procedure,31 while the three-
body parameters (ci jk andg i) were optimized by a weighted
nonlinear least-squares method.32 In both cases we follow a
similar strategy as in our previous works@e.g., N(2D)1NO
~Ref. 33!. N(2D)1O2 ~Ref. 34!, or N(4S)1O2 ~Ref. 35!#.

B. Analytical representation of the 3A 9 PES

A total of 30 ab initio points @CASPT2~10,9! G2/cc-
pVTZ# calculated for each diatomic molecule~supermol-
ecule calculations for NO and N2) have been fitted by using
an extended-Rydberg potential curve@Eq. ~4!# up to third
order for the two diatomic curves used in the3A9 PES and
up to fifth-order for the3A8 PES. The spectroscopicRe and
De values36 were used for both curves. The final root-mea
square deviation~RMSD! of the fit in each diatomic energy
curve was below 0.8 kcal/mol~with three parameters! and
0.4 kcal/mol~with five parameters! for both molecules. The
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optimal parameters are shown in Table II. Although bo
curves for each molecule are similar~Fig. 1!, it was neces-
sary improve the first diatomic fit~with three parameters!,
because the small differences at long distances~mainly for
N2) were significant to remove spurious minima during t
fit of the second PES (3A8). The spectroscopic constants
the diatomic molecules derived from the optimal analyti
curves are summarized in Table III, which compared v
well with the experimental data, only with small differenc
for both analytical curves.

A total of 5630 ab initio points @CASPT2~10,9! G2/
cc-pVTZ# have been computed in different regions of t
3A9 PES to be used in the analytical fit, as summarized
low:

~a! 3917 points for the NN8O region (N8-abstraction
channel! distributed within the following grids:

100°</NN8O<140° for 0.9 Å<RNN8<4.5 Å

and 0.9 Å<RN8O<4.5 Å

~general and MEP!,

FIG. 1. Ab initio @CASPT2~10,9! G2/cc-pVTZ# diatomic points for the
NO(X 2P) and the N2(X 1Sg

1) molecules. The lines show the analytical
which reproduces also the experimentalRe andDe , by using a third-order
extended-Rydberg potential~dotted lines, for the3A9 PES! or by using a
fifth-order extended-Rydberg potential~solid lines, for the3A8 PES!.
l
y

e-

80°</NN8O<180° for 2.1 Å<RNN8<4.5 Å

and 1.0 Å<RN8O<1.25 Å

~entrance valley!,

80°</NN8O<180° for 0.9 Å<RNN81.2 Å

and 1.8 Å<RN8O<4.5 Å ~exit valley!.

~b! 1713 points for the NON8 region ~O-abstraction
channel! distributed within the following grids:

90°</NON8<180° for 0.9Å<RNO<4.5 Å

and 0.9 Å<RON8<4.5 Å ~general and MEP!,

80°</NON8<150° for 2.3 Å<RNO<4.5 Å

and 1.0 Å<RON8<1.25 Å

~entrance or exit valley!,

100°</NON8<108° for 1.15 Å<RNO<1.6 Å

and 1.15 Å<RON8<1.6 Å

~MIN1 and TS2 regions!.

A small modification was introduced in theab initio data
in order to reproduce as accurately as possible the exp
mental diatomic dissociation energies and, hence, the ex
gicity of reaction~1!. As bothab initio values24 were smaller
than their experimental values, a uniform and first ene
shift corresponding to the NO difference was introduced
all the points of the entrance valley~approximately from the
line RNO,1.8 Å) for reaction~1! and for all points calcu-
lated for reaction~2!. Afterward, an additional energy shif
was added to the points of the exit valley~approximately
from line RNO.1.8 Å) for reaction~1!. This procedure was
made trying to preserve as much as possible the originaab
initio shape of the PES. All theseab initio points along with
the first-order partial derivatives with respect to both d
tances and its angle for MIN1 and TS2 were used in
weighted nonlinear least-squares method32 to obtain the op-
timal fit. The weights used were equal to 1 for almost
points, with the exception of the grids corresponding to
entrance and exit valleys, and also in the first-order par
derivatives, where we used weights between 50 and 100
TABLE III. Spectroscopic constants of the diatomic molecules.

Molecule Re ~Å! De ~kcal/mol! ve ~cm21! vexe ~cm21! Be ~cm21! ae ~cm21! D̄e ~cm21!

NO(X 2P)
Analytical fita 1.1508 152.53 1900.4 16.348 1.6861 1.9931022 5.4031026

1947.3 16.128 1.6861 1.6031022 5.1631026

Experimentalb 1.1508 152.53 1904.2 14.075 1.6720 1.7131022 5.4731026

N2(X 1Sg
1)

Analytical fita 1.0977 228.41 2374.8 15.757 1.9754 2.1531022 5.7231026

2388.2 14.582 1.9751 1.7131022 5.6631026

Experimentalb 1.0977 228.41 2358.6 14.324 1.9982 1.7331022 5.7631026

aSpectroscopic parameters from the diatomic fits for the3A9 PES~first row! and the3A8 PES~second row!.
bExperimental data of NO(X 2P1/2) and N2(X 1Sg

1) from Ref. 36.
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We employed as initial reference structure theC2v ge-
ometry used in our first work (R1

+ 52.17 Å,R2
+ 5R3

+

51.96 Å) ~Ref. 13! and which was slightly optimized by
trial and error to improve the final fit. The optimal 55 thre
body parameters (ci jk , g i andRi

+) are shown in Table II. The

FIG. 2. Distribution of the energy deviations (DEfit5Eanalytical2Eab initio)
for both analytical PESs: ~a! 3A9 ~5630 points! and~b! 3A8 ~4901 points!.
final RMSD for the3A9 surface was equal to 1.44 kcal/mo
for the NN8O region and 2.59 kcal/mol for the NON8 inser-
tion region. The global RMSD for this surface was 1.
kcal/mol. These RMSDs are lower than the estimate error
the ab initio method, as were shown in paper I~Ref. 24!
@e.g., theab initio De ~NO! value was equal to 146.15
kcal/mol compared to the experimental value of 152.
kcal/mol#. Figure 2~a! shows the energy deviations of the
~i.e., DEfit5Eanalytical2Eab initio), which show a quite nar-
row distribution supporting the goodness of the fit. On t
other hand, the in principle larger RMSD for the NON8 re-
gion is really much lower in relative terms for this qui
repulsive PES region related with the O-abstraction chan
Table IV shows the properties of the stationary points fit
in this region of the PES~TS2 and MIN1!, which are located
at very high energies over reactants. There is a good ag
ment between theab initio properties reported in paper I fo
these stationary points and the values of the fit shown
Table IV, regardless of the main effort was focused in the
of the NN8O region, because reaction~1! was the principal
reaction channel due to the absence of energy barrier a
the MEP. Thus the fitted TS2 and MIN1 were located on
0.7
kcal/mol ~1.7% of error! and 2.3 kcal/mol~6.2% of error!
below theirab initio values,24 respectively. Figure 3 present
some equipotential energy curves corresponding to the3A9
PES, where it becomes evident the absence of an en
barrier for reaction~1! @see Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#. In Fig. 3~c!
we can observe TS2 and MIN, which are energetically a
geometrically very close. This proximity produced some d
ficulties in their characterization, especially for the harmo
vibrational frequencyv3 ~asymmetric stretching ofb2 sym-
metry!. Several intrinsic reaction coordinate~IRC! calcula-
tions were carried out to make sure the MEPs that are s
matically shown in Fig. 4~a! for both reaction channels.

C. Analytical representation of the 3A 8 PES

We have followed for the3A8 PES the same procedur
indicated in previous section for the3A9 PES. In this case, a
was explained before, the diatomic curves were fitted usin
fifth-order extended Rydberg~Table II!. We used as initial
reference structure the optimal geometry found for the3A9
PES, which was slightly optimized by trial and error.

A total of 4901ab initio points @CASPT2~10,9! G2/cc-
pVTZ# have been calculated in different regions of the3A8
PES to be used in the analytical fit, as summarized belo

~a! 2614 points for the NN8O region (N8-abstraction
channel! distributed within the following grids:

80°</NN8O<180° for 0.9 Å<RNN8<4.5 Å

and 0.9 Å<RN8O<4.5 Å ~general and MEP!,

112°</NN8O<117° for 1.9 Å<RNN8<2.05 Å

and 1.14 Å<RN8O<1.18 Å ~TS1 region!.

~b! 2287 points for the NON8 region ~O-abstraction
channel! following the ranges:

90°</NON8<180° for 0.9 Å<RNO<4.5 Å

and 0.9 Å<RON8<4.5 Å ~general and MEP!,
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TABLE IV. Properties of the stationary points located on the3A9 and3A8 analytical PESs.

Stationary
points

Re(NO) ~Å!a

Re(NN8) ~Å! Rc(N8O) ~Å!
,NON8 ~deg!a

,NN8O ~deg! v i ~cm21!b DE ~kcal mol21!c

3A9 PES
TS2 1.3965 1.2609 102.01 299.22 1299.14 374.71i 40.45~40.02!
MIN1 1.3218 1.3218 97.13 375.39 1274.70 41.54d 39.25~38.95!

3A8 PES
TS2 1.6892 1.2008 115.01 445.72 1542.79 609.78i 27.33~27.45!
MIN1 1.2921 1.2921 114.13 530.96 1105.97 1234.42 13.87~15.19!
TS1 1.9755 1.1571 115.21 428.07 1793.61 380.27i 8.35~8.74!
TS1e 1.8913 1.1690 116.5 438 1648 544i 14.4~14.7!

aVariables used for the NON8 structures:~top! TS2, MIN1, and for the NN8O structures.~bottom! TS1.
bHarmonic vibrational frequencies:~a! NON8-Cs : v1 (NON8 bend., a8), v2 (ON8 str., a8), v3 ~NO str., a8)
respectively;~b! NON8-C2v : v1 (NON8 bend., a1), v2 ~sym. str., a1), v3 ~asym. str., b2), respectively~YZ
taken as the molecular plane!; ~c! NN8O-Cs: v1 (NN8O bend., a8), v2 (N8O str., a8), andv3 (NN8 str., a8),
respectively. Masses of the most abundant isotopes were used.14N and16O.

cEnergy respect to N(4S)1N8O. The value corrected with the difference of zero point energies is show
parentheses.

dThis frequency has an estimated error of6100% due to its difficult numerical characterization~very flat
surface!.

eProperties of a previous analytical fit~Ref. 20!.
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121°</NON8<127° for 1.1 Å<RNO<1.35 Å

and 1.25 Å<RON8<2.0 Å

~MIN1 and TS2 regions!.

Here we used the same correction in theab initio data as
for the 3A9 PES. Theseab initio points with weight equal to
1 ~excepting the grid around TS1 that has a weight of 100!,
together with the first-order partial derivatives with resp
to the internal coordinates of TS1, MIN1, and TS2 w
weight 100, were used in the weighted nonlinear lea
squares method to obtain the optimal analytical fit. T
final RMSD for the 3A8 surface was the following: 1.61
kcal/mol for the NN8O region and 2.85 kcal/mol for the
NON8 region, with a global RMSD of 2.28 kcal/mol. Figur
2~b! shows the distribution of deviations for this fit, which
somewhat poorer than that for the3A9 PES. Figure 5 shows
some equipotential curves corresponding to the3A8 PES,
where is possible to see the transition state TS1@Figs. 5~a!
and 5~b!# and TS2 and MIN1@Fig. 5~c!#. The properties of
the different stationary points are depicted in Table IV. T
analytical 3A8 PES reproduces very well theab initio TS1
properties@e.g., to be compared with theab initio geometry
RNN851.9680 Å, RN8O51.1578 Å, /NN8O5116.04°,
DEÞ58.38 kcal/mol~Ref. 24!# which is the most importan
stationary point. These results can also be compared w
previous analytical PES~Ref. 20! based on limitedab initio
data, which had a larger energy barrier and a longer
distance~see Table IV!. The lowering of the energy barrie
was discussed in paper I~Ref. 24! and justified due to the
importance of the N and O 2s electron correlation, omitted
in earlyab initio14 studies. Furthermore, the strengthening
the NN distance was also observed in similar studies@e.g.,
N(4S)1O2 ~Ref. 37!#, when the geometry optimization wa
carried out directly by including the dynamical correlatio
energy.24

The quality of this PES fit is a bit worse for the TS2 a
MIN1 structures. Nevertheless, the errors in their fitted en
t

t-
e

e

a

N

f

r-

gies were lower than a 2% of the correspondingab initio
values. Figure 4~b! presents schematically the MEPs corr
sponding to both reaction channels. It can be observed
comparison with the MEPs of the3A9 PES that the second
reaction channel becomes more accessible than for the3A9
PES, although still at high temperatures.

III. VARIATIONAL TRANSITION-STATE THERMAL
RATE CONSTANTS

Thermal rate constants for both reaction channels
N(4S)1NO(X 2P) and also for the reverse reaction ha
been calculated within the 200–5000 K and 600–5000
temperature intervals, respectively. We have considered
ferent levels of the variational transition-state theory38

~VTST!, as implemented in thePOLYRATE code.39 The rate
constant values finally presented were the improved can
cal ~ICVT! ones with a microcanonical optimized multid
mensional tunneling correction~mOMT! for reaction~1! and
its reverse and the ICVT ones with a small curvature tunn
ing correction~SCT! for the O-abstraction reaction. For th
latter reaction this tunnel correction was the only accepta
one, due to the problems generated by the curvature of
MEP, with the presence also of the MIN1 and the tw
equivalent TS2s.

To calculate the total thermal rate constants for all re
tions, we have used the two PESs (3A9 and 3A8) that can
contribute to reactivity within the temperature range studi
Moreover, we have also considered a spin-orbit correction
in recent similar studies,33,35to take into account the two NO
reactant spin-orbit states for reactions~1! and ~2!. Thus, the
electronic partition function@Q(T)# of NO(X 2P) is given
by

QNO~2P!

elec
~T!5g~2P1/2!1g~2P3/2!e

2D/RT, ~9!

where g(2P1/2) and g(2P3/2) are both equal to 2, and th
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FIG. 3. Equipotential energy contour diagrams of the3A9 analytical PES for
C`v ~a!, Cs ~b!, andC2v ~c! geometries. The contours are depicted in inc
ments of 10 kcal/mol, and the zero of energy is taken in reactants@N(4S)
1N8O#.
spin-orbit splittingD(2P3/2–
2P1/2) is equal to 121.1 cm21.1

The expression fork1 andk2 can be obtained from the equa
tion

ki5ki~
3A9!1ki~

3A8!5
3ki8~

3A9!13ki8~
3A8!

4~212e2174.2/T!
, i 51,2.

~10!

Primedki show the rate constants without the inclusion
the electronic partition functions of reactants and the tran
tion state.

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the lowest MEP for both the3A9 ~a! and
the 3A8 ~b! analytical PESs. Energies are given relative to reacta
@N(4S)1NO# in kcal/mol.
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FIG. 5. Equipotential energy contour diagrams of the3A8 analytical PES for
C`v ~a!, Cs ~b!, andC2v ~c! geometries. The contours are depicted in inc
ments of 10 kcal/mol, and the zero of energy is taken in reactants@N(4S)
1N8O#.
Due to the presence of a minimum~MIN1! in the MEP
for reaction~2! ~Fig. 4!, we have considered the followin
microscopic mechanism to determine its rate constant (k2):

N1N8O
→
k2a

←
k22a

MIN1→
k2b

N81NO, ~11!

which is more properly applied to the3A8 PES, which pre-
sents a more stable minimum and which as well will produ
the most important contribution to the totalk2 . The applica-
tion of the steady-state assumption to this type
mechanism40 will give place to the velocity equation

v5
d@NO#

dt
5

k2ak2b

k22a1k2b
@N#@N8O#5k2@N#@N8O#. ~12!

Due tok2b5k22a , the final rate constantk2 becomes equa
to k2a/2. Hence VTST calculations determined firstlyk2a for
each PES before calculating the totalk2 . The steady-state
approximation is valid fork2a!(k22a1k2b)52k2b .40 We
have checked that this condition always fulfills in the pres
case~e.g., for the3A8 PES,k2b /k2a.1011 for all tempera-
tures!.

For the reverse reaction~21!, we have also considere
the corresponding oxygen atom spin-orbit states (3P2 , 3P1 ,
and3P0). Thus its electronic partition function is

QO~3P!

elec
~T!5g~3P2!1g~3P1!e2D1 /RT1g~3P0!e2D0 /RT,

~13!

where g( i ) represents the electronic degeneracy of eaci
spin-orbit state, which are equal to 5, 3, and 1, respectiv
andD i are the energetic differences between the correspo
ing i excited electronic state and the ground electronic st
D1(3P1–3P2) andD2(3P0–3P2), which are equal to 158.27
and 226.98 cm21, respectively.1 Therefore,k21 can be deter-
mined by the equation

k215k21~3A9!1k21~3A8!

5
3k218 ~3A9!13k218 ~3A8!

~513e2227.7/T1e2326.6/T!
. ~14!

Table V shows the calculated VTST rate constants
reaction~1! using the present and previous PESs, compar
also with available experimental data. As was shown in
per I,24 the estimated complete basis set limit for the ene
barrier ~TS1! in 3A8 PES is 6.74 kcal/mol. Thus a simpl
scale factor was introduced in the VTST calculations for t
PES to better account for this value, instead of the va
reproduced by the analytical PES~8.35.kcal/mol!. The agree-
ment with the experimental data when considering the n
PESs is very good at low and also at very high temperatu
Previous PESs produce poorer rate constants~see Table V!,
lower by a 10–15 factor at low temperatures and by a 1
2.5 factor at high temperatures (T.1500 K). Comparing the
rate constants arising from each PES, it is appreciated
the effect of the3A8 is certainly minor. The contribution o
this latter PES to the total rate constant is small even at h
temperatures~e.g., only 10.8% at 2500 K!. Therefore, the
influence of the inclusion of the scaled barrier is very sm
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TABLE V. Theoretical ICVT/mOMT and experimental thermal rate constants for the N(4S)1NO(X 2P)→O(3P)1N2(X 1Sg
1) reaction.a

T ~K!

k1(3A9) k1(3A8) k1

New PES Previous PESb New PESc Previous PESd New PESse Previous PESse Experimentf

200 6.52310211 2.04310212 1.38310219 1.17310226 6.52310211 2.04310212 4.89310211, 3.46310211

300 4.68310211 2.96310212 4.20310217 7.30310222 4.68310211 2.96310212 3.75310211, 2.93310211

400 3.79310211 3.79310212 7.92310216 2.05310219 3.79310211 3.79310212 3.28310211, 2.70310211

500 3.39310211 4.57310212 4.85310215 6.39310218 3.39310211 4.57310212

600 3.20310211 5.34310212 1.68310214 6.58310217 3.20310211 5.34310212

800 3.05310211 6.83310212 8.40310214 1.29310215 3.06310211 6.83310212

1000 3.02310211 8.31310212 2.32310213 8.10310215 3.05310211 8.32310212

1250 3.01310211 1.01310211 5.48310213 3.71310214 3.07310211 1.02310211 3.77310211

1500 3.01310211 1.20310211 1.00310212 1.06310213 3.11310211 1.21310211 4.19310211

1750 3.03310211 1.38310211 1.58310212 2.28310213 3.19310211 1.40310211 4.52310211

2000 3.07310211 1.56310211 2.26310212 4.17310213 3.29310211 1.60310211 4.78310211

2500 3.18310211 1.92310211 3.87310212 9.99310213 3.57310211 2.02310211 5.18310211

3000 3.33310211 2.28310211 5.70310212 1.85310212 3.90310211 2.46310211 5.46310211

4000 3.67310211 3.01310211 9.76310212 4.25310212 4.65310211 3.43310211 5.83310211

5000 4.06310211 3.72310211 1.41310211 7.36310212 5.46310211 4.46310211 6.06310211

aRate constants are given in cm3 molecule21 s21. Transmission coefficientsk are equal to 1 for3A9 PES.
bUsing the PES of Ref. 15 and including the electronic statistical degeneracy factor.
cICVT/mOMT rate constants calculated on the3A8 PES with an scaled energy barrier equal to 6.74 kcal/mol@the ab initio CBS limit ~Ref. 24!#.
dUsing the PES of Ref. 20 and including the electronic statistical degeneracy factor.
eThe total theoretical rate constantk1 is calculated using Eq.~10! and the data of the columns on the left.
fData from Refs. 3 and 9~200–400 K! and from Ref. 8~1500–4000 K!. Italic numbers show two extrapolated values to allow additional comparison. E
are indicated in Table I.
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For instance, at 2500 K the value ofk (3A8, with barrier not
scaled! decreases only until 2.83310212 cm3 molecule21

s21 ~cf. in Table V!, which leads to almost the same total ra
constant (3.46310211 cm3 molecule21 s21). The key im-
provement in the new theoretical rate constants arises f
the new3A9 PES, which gives rate constants higher than
previous PES.15 In addition, Fig. 6~a! ~note the enlarged
scale in thek axis! shows the correct change of slope
compared with the experimental data at low3,9 and high
temperatures,8 not properly described by using previou
PESs.

Nevertheless, there are some differences in compar
to another experimental data2,7 which do not agree with the
recommended experimental data,8,9 although all of them are
actually within a relatively small range ofk values. The be-
havior observed at low temperatures for reaction~1! due to
the 3A9 rate constant is not originated by tunnel effect~in all
cases the transmission coefficientk was equal to 1!, as it
should be expected for a barrierless reaction, but to the
brationally adiabatic effective energy barrier derived fro
the shape of the MEP at each temperature. A slight contr
tion to the increase ofk1 when the temperature decreases
also originated by the temperature dependence
QNO(2P)

elec (T). This effect was also reported in a previo
study,18 where QCT thermal rate constants were calcula
with a different analytical3A9 PES within the 200–1000 K
interval. For these calculations, the introduction of th
temperature-dependent statistical degeneracy factor wa
only way to produce a positive slope in the Arrhenius pl
Moreover, these QCT rate constants were very similar to
present VTST ones, though for a shorter temperature ra
For instance, using their QCT values for the3A9 PES and
Eq. ~10! @assuming that k(3A8) is negligible for T
,1000 K] we obtain the following QCT values at 200, 30
m
e

on

i-

u-
s
of

d

the
.
e
e.

and 1000 K: 4.24310211, 4.02310211, and 3.61310211

cm3 molecule21 s21, respectively~cf. Table V!. The major
shortcoming of this earlier3A9 PES is its rather semiempir
ical character and inability to describe reaction~2!.

Table VI presents the VTST rate constants for react
~2!, which are also displayed in Fig. 6~b!. A three-parameter
Kooij expression fork2 was used according to the followin
equation:

k5ATneB/T, ~15!

whereA, n, andB are parameters to be optimized by mea
of a least-squares procedure to fit the rate constants, a
given in Fig. 6~b!. For this reaction with an important energ
barrier, the small effect of the oxygen spin-orbit states
negligible. In this reaction the main contribution to the to
rate constant is due to the3A8 PES, following an opposite
behavior as for reaction~1!. Although k2 values are much
lower than thek1 values at low and moderate temperatur
(T,1000 K), the present results show that the O-abstrac
channel accounts for 3.0% of the total reaction@the branch-
ing ratiok2 /(k11k2) being expressed in percentage# at 5000
K. This value is equal to the QCT value calculated for t
similar reaction but with N(2D) ~Ref. 33! and a much lower
temperature~1500 K!. The addition of these values at hig
temperatures is in good agreement with the qualitative ac
sible experimental information, which indicates that th
branching ratio ranges from 0% to 20% when increasing
nitrogen atom translational energy22,23 @possibly including
also N(2D) and N(2P)]. Although reaction~2! involves
heavy atoms, the transmission coefficientsk calculated by
the SCT method at different temperatures are high eve
room temperature~e.g., 2.58 for3A9 and 1.79 for the3A8 at
300 K! as was also found in similar studies.35,41
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Finally, we have also computed the thermal rate c
stants for the reverse reaction~21! due to the importance o
these kinetic data in computational fluid dynamics~CFD!
flow simulations for reentry vehicles in Earth’s atmosphe
Thus Fig. 7 and Table VII present the thermal rate consta

FIG. 6. Arrhenius plots of the calculated and experimental thermal
constants ~250–5000 K! for ~a! N(4S)1N8O (X 2P)→O(3P)
1N2 (X 1Sg

1) reaction: ICVT/mOMT values with the new analytical PES
with ~solid line! and without~dashed line! spin-orbit correction. Dotted line
shows the ICVT/mOMT spin-orbit corrected values using the previous PE
~Refs. 15 and 20!. Experimental data showing a typical error bar:s ~Ref. 7!,
L ~Ref. 2!, m ~Ref. 3!, j ~Ref. 9!, and h ~Ref. 8!. ~b! N(4S)
1N8O (X 2P)→N8(4S)1NO (X 2P) reaction: ICVT/SCT values with the
new analytical PESs with~solid line! and without~dashed line! spin-orbit
correction. TheA, B, andn optimal parameters@Eq. ~15!# fitting the ICVT/
mOMT spin-orbit corrected values with the new PESs are also indicate~k
in cm3 molecule21 s21!.
-

.
ts

for each PES and the total rate constant. An excellent ag
ment with the experimental data8 ~Table I! is found within
the temperature interval 1500–4000 K. The present res
with the new PESs also slightly improve the kinetic da
derived from previous PESs, as can be seen in Fig. 7.
calculated VTST values are almost independent of the sm
spin-orbit correction~Fig. 7!. VTST rate constants at highe
temperatures can also be compared with published Q
~Ref. 20! values derived from our earlier3A9 PES~Ref. 15!
and the previous3A8 PES ~Ref. 20!, including the corre-
sponding statistical degeneracy factor for each PES~i.e.,
3/9!. This QCT study provided a three-parameter express

te

FIG. 7. Arrhenius plots of the calculated and experimental thermal
constants ~1000–5000 K! for the O(3P)1N2 (X 1Sg

1)→N(4S)
1N8O (X 2P) reaction: ICVT/mOMT values with the new analytical PES
with ~solid line! and without~dashed line! spin-orbit correction. Dotted line
shows the ICVT/mOMT spin-orbit corrected values using the previous PE
~Refs. 15 and 20!. Experimental data~h! with an error lower than size
symbol from Ref. 8. TheA, B, andn optimal parameters@Eq. ~15!# fitting
the ICVT/mOMT spin-orbit corrected values with the new PESs are a
indicated~k in cm3 molecule21 s21!.

TABLE VI. Theoretical ICVT/SCT thermal rate constants for the N(4S)
1N8O(X 2P)→N8(4S)1NO(X 2P) reaction.a

T ~K! k2(3A9) k2(3A8) k2
b

200 5.13310254 7.30310239 7.30310239

300 2.53310240 3.31310230 3.31310230

400 2.38310233 8.65310226 8.65310226

500 4.04310229 4.20310223 4.20310223

1000 1.74310220 1.38310217 1.38310217

1500 1.66310217 1.18310215 1.20310215

2000 5.68310216 1.20310214 1.26310214

3000 2.21310214 1.38310213 1.60310213

4000 1.51310213 5.13310213 6.64310213

5000 5.02310213 1.19310212 1.69310212

aRate constants are given in cm3 molecule21 s21.
bThe total theoretical rate constantk2 is calculated using Eq.~10! and the
data of the columns on the left.
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TABLE VII. Theoretical ICVT/mOMT and experimental thermal rate constants for the O(3P)1N2(X 1Sg
1)→N(4S)1NO(X 2P)reaction.a

k21(3A9) k21(3A8) k21

T (K) New PES Previous PESb New PESc Previous PESd New PESse Previous PESse Experimentf

600 5.11310238 2.49310241 5.12310238

800 3.46310231 9.00310234 3.46310231

1000 4.44310227 1.01310227 3.26310229 9.92310231 4.47310227 1.01310227 6.98310227

1500 1.36310221 4.50310222 4.39310223 3.96310224 1.41310221 4.47310222 2.44310221

2000 7.78310219 3.29310219 5.57310220 8.74310221 8.33310219 3.20310219 1.45310218

2500 3.61310217 1.80310217 4.27310218 9.37310219 4.03310217 1.71310217 6.66310217

3000 4.76310216 2.70310216 7.95310217 2.19310217 5.56310216 2.48310216 8.56310216

3500 3.06310215 1.91310215 6.56310216 2.13310216 3.72310215 1.70310215 5.31310215

4000 1.25310214 8.44310215 3.25310215 1.19310215 1.58310214 7.24310215 2.08310214

5000 9.27310214 7.02310214 3.15310214 1.39310214 1.24310213 5.64310214 1.41310213

aRate constants are given in cm23 molecule21 s21. Transmission coefficientsk are equal to 1 for3A9 PES.
bUsing the PES of Ref. 15 and including the electronic statistical degeneracy factor.
cICVT/mOMT rate constants calculated on the3A8 PES with a scaled energy barrier@for reaction~1!# equal to 6.74 kcal/mol@the ab initio CBS limit
~Ref. 24!#.

dUsing the PES of Ref. 20 and including the electronic statistical degeneracy factor.
eThe total theoretical rate constantk21 is calculated using Eq.~14! and the data of the columns on the left.
fData from Ref. 8~1500–4000 K!. Italic numbers show two extrapolated values to allow further comparison. Errors are indicated in Table I.
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of k21(T)5(9.4560.32)3102123T0.423e2429386147/T cm3

molecule21 s21 for the 3000–20 000 K range. Using th
equation, we obtain the values of 1.66310216, 6.70
310215, and 6.30310214 cm3 molecule21 s21 for 3000,
4000, and 5000 K, respectively. These QCT results are c
sistent with the calculated VTST results using these sa
PESs~Table VII!, which are worse than the present on
particularly for higher temperatures. At 5000 K the report
QCT k(3A9)/k(3A8) ratio20 was 15 as compared with th
VTST value of 5.1 for both previous PESs, which differ fro
the small value~2.9! obtained with the new PESs. Therefor
we conclude that the excited PES (3A8) must be included in
kinetic and dynamic studies of reaction~21! at temperatures
lower than those predicted in the QCT study (T.8000 K).
Whereas the QCTk21(3A9)/k21(3A8) ratio is 2 at 12 000 K,
the same VTST value with the new PESs is obtained
7800 K.

QCT and quantum wave-packet dynamic studies us
these new PESs are in progress in our group to provide m
detailed information of the kinetics and dynamics of all r
action channels.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

In this work we have built new analytical fits of th
ground PES (3A9) and the excited PES (3A8) involved in the
N(4S)1NO(X 2P) reaction @N-abstraction ~1! and
O-abstraction~2! channels# and also for the reverse,~21!,
usingab initio data reported in paper I~Ref. 24! along with
new extensive grids of high-levelab initio points
@CASPT2~10,9! G2/cc-pVTZ calculations# computed in the
present work. DiatomicDe and Re spectroscopic data wer
also introduced to better account for the exoergicity of re
tion ~1!. The final RMSD for the3A9 surface was equal to
1.44 kcal/mol for the NN8O region and 2.59 kcal/mol for the
NON8 region, with a global RMSD of 1.80 kcal/mol. Fo
the 3A8 surface, we obtained a final RMSD equal to 1.
kcal/mol for the NN8O region and 2.85 kcal/mol for the
n-
e
,
d

t

g
re
-

-

NON8 region, with a global RMSD of 2.28 kcal/mol. Thes
RMSDs were well below the estimatedab initio errors.

Thermal rate constants were calculated for both dir
reaction channels and for the reverse reaction by mean
the variational transition-state theory with the inclusion o
semiclassical tunneling correction. Theoretical rate consta
for reaction~1! were in excellent agreement with experime
tal data at low to moderate and also at very high tempe
tures~200–5000 K!, significantly improving the results ob
tained by using previous PESs. The contribution of the3A8
PES to the total rate constant was small even at high t
peratures~e.g., only 10.8% at 2500 K!. The main enhance
ment in the rate constants arises from the new3A9 PES,
which gives rate constants higher than the previous PES

The VTST calculation for reaction~2! showed that the
main contribution to the total rate constant was due to
3A8 PES, differing from the behavior in reaction~1!. Despite
k2 values much lower thank1 values at low and moderat
temperatures (T,1000 K), the present results have show
that the O-abstraction channel accounts for 3.0% of the t
reaction at 5000 K, which is consistent with the limite
available experimental information, which indicates that t
branching ratio@k2 /(k11k2)# should be between 0% an
20%, depending on the N-atom translational energy.

Calculated VTST rate constants for the reverse reac
~21! were also in very good agreement with the experim
tal data within the temperature interval 1500–5000 K. T
present results with the new PESs also improved slightly
kinetic data derived by using the previous PESs. Hence
3A8 PES should be included in kinetic and dynamic stud
of this reverse reaction for temperatures much lower th
those predicted in previous QCT studies, although its con
bution to the totalk21 is low ~e.g., 6.7% at 2000 K!.

The new analytical PESs accurately describe the N
Cs regions and also the NONC2v and Cs regions, which
make them valuable for use in theoretical studies of all th
reaction processes. Dynamic and kinetic studies with the n
PESs using the QCT method and a quantum wave-pa
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dynamic approach are in progress in our group to furt
study the reactions~1! and ~2!, especially regarding the dy
namical properties derived from each PES.
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